THE SCREEN
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The earliest mention of the screen was in the parish magazine 1869
So said the Reverend Barker in 1890 in his Eardisland: its Church and Antiquities. In that
booklet1 Reverend Barker repeats a brief account of the antecedent history of the church, so
far as the Archaeologist can divine which he says was furnished to him by Mr Curzon. Mr
Henry Curzon was the Architectural Superintendant of the restoration of the church in 1864.
Of the screen Mr Curzon said:
The chantry screen now placed before the organ is a good example of the woodwork of the
fifteenth century.
It was still in that position in circa 1867. 2
The Reverend Barker’s wording was almost exactly copied by Kelly’s Directory in 1895:
...the chantry screen, now placed before the organ, is a good example of 15 th century
woodwork.
Not very much more recently, in 1903, George Marshall visited the church and recorded:
Across the modern organ recess in N. wall is a nice carved 15th cent. screen – originally
across the chancel arch.3
The next most recent source to cover this topic is Record Book.4 This was compiled by
the Reverend Birley, who was Vicar of Eardisland from 1917 to 1938.
Birley mentions the screen twice on the same page, but under different headings. Under
the heading Faculty Seats [the first three lines of what follows overleaf] then The Oak Screen.
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In the context of the dates he quotes for the other entries, which I do not show, under the
heading Faculty seats, he is talking about the period 1736-1814. In fact the earlier ‘box’ pews
remained until the major alterations of 1864/65. This was the time of the restoration [of the
building] to which Birley referred under his other heading The Oak Screen.
By the time the Royal Commission on Historic Monuments made its Report, published in
1934, the Screen was indeed under tower-arch. The Report both describes the screen and
includes a photograph of it in that position:

“Plate 77” referred to here is overleaf:
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The only reference to the screen after 1934 is found at page 73 of the WI Book (1956)
which predominantly only regurgitates what the Reverend Birley said in his Record Book :
The beautiful Fifteenth century screen appears to have originally been the Parclose screen of
a Chantry on the North-east of the nave, and after the removal of the Chantry altar the screen
remained and enclosed the large Burton Court pew5and was at that time painted white. At the
restoration of 1864 the paint was cleaned off and the screen removed to the Chancel, where it
stood in front of the organ. On the erection of the existing organ, in 1920 it was removed to
the tower arch, where it still stands.
Its final move, to the position illustrated at the start of this Paper, took place in
2000/2001. It was postioned north-south across the nave, not far east of the entrance to the
church. It is now the north portion of the extended screen in that position, the south portion
having been made by local craftsmen in imitation of the old.
Opinions differ as to the type of screen it was/is. Dependent on whether it ws a Parclose
Screen or a Chancel Screen dictates its position in the church when it was first erected.
I myself have no expertise in this field of knowledge and am in no position to express an
opinion.
............Finis............
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This pew was almost certainly on the south side of the nave, close by the finialed tomb arch there which still
exists. The WI authors must therefore have meant South-east of the nave, not North-east.
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